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Dear Mayor Rahman

RE: The White Swan, 556 Commercial Road, London E14 7JD

Last year, as you know, Rainbow Hamlets produced a detailed submission in which we 
set out the concerns of LGBT people about the impact of the proposed Sex 
Entertainment policy on the White Swan.

Without  needing to wait for the findings from the policy consultation process, we 
now wish to clarify what implications the policy may hold for the White Swan. 

Although it was not named in the original consultation papers, officers subsequently 
informed us they saw it as included in the scope of the proposed scheme.

Now, we are urging the Council to take a definitive view on whether the White 
Swan is in any event  a Sex Entertainment Venue within the meaning of section 2A 
of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982. We believe that the 
decision on this cannot be allowed to wait until the new policy is published. 

The current position of uncertainty  is becoming, of itself, the cause of growing community 
concern. In recent weeks the BBC, the Evening Standard and numerous online news 
sites have carried stories and comments which, in many cases, have clearly  inflamed 
tension. A  clear narrative is emerging that the Mayor and the local authority is intending 
to force the closure of a gay venue. In our submission we have already  set out the 
potential economic impact of a restriction on the White Swan’s current activities and the 
historic reasons why intervention of this nature in a long established venue is a potential 
trigger issue.

It was established at the Rainbow Hamlets consultation meeting in October 2011 that the 
White Swan holds a weekly ‘amateur comedy strip night event’. 

The key issue is whether, as defined by the Act, the provided entertainment is “of 
such a nature that, ignoring financial gain, it  must reasonably be assumed to be 
provided solely or principally for the purposes of sexually stimulating any member 
of the audience.”

Neither the operators nor the customers of the White Swan see the event as exploitative 
in any way or primarily  for sexual gratification. We invite the Council to reach the same 
conclusion and make plain that the White Swan is not a Sex Entertainment Venue. 
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Councillor Golds is on record as saying "But consenting adults looking for a laugh, a joke 
and comedy is not exploitation. It's fun. It's introduced by drag artists. It could probably 
be at any  hen night in the country." In consulting with our own members, we were also 
advised of the benefits of the event by  an NHS commissioning officer who described it as 
a healthy  activity  that enabled gay men to feel good about their bodies and act in ways 
which were more health conscious as a result.

We would be grateful if you could let us have your position on this as a matter of priority. 
If it assists, we are happy to sit down with you and discuss the matter in person. 

Kind regards 
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Rebecca Shaw

Jack Gilbert

Co-chairs, Rainbow Hamlets 

cc: 

Colin Perrins, Head of Commercial Services

Frances Jones, Service Manager One Tower Hamlets

Carole Saich, Mayor’s Office
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